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The Enigmatic Hyrax

they are entirely different from rodents. According to
zoological taxonomy, hyraxes are classified as being most
closely related to elephants (!) and are in the category of
“subungulates,” meaning that they are almost ungulates
(hoofed mammals), but not quite.
The species of hyrax found in Israel is Procavia capensis
(sometimes called Procavia syriaca), known in Modern
Hebrew as shafan sela and in English as the rock hyrax.
They are common in many places throughout the country. One unfortunate problem with rock hyraxes is that,
in certain parts of Israel, they have been incriminated as
reservoir hosts for a species of sand fly which transmits
the disease leishmaniasis. Nevertheless, hyraxes are popular animals. They are especially familiar and beloved in
the Ein Gedi nature reserve, where they have become very
tame and often approach visitors. Being easy to maintain
in captivity, these unusual animals are also often found
in zoos.

■ L AW A N D R I TUAL

Hyraxes, also called conies,1 rock badgers, rock rabbits, and klipdas, are unfamiliar animals to most Englishspeaking people (although South Africans are familiar
with them by the name “dassies”). However, they are significant animals in Scripture. They are first mentioned in
the Torah in the list of four animals that possess only one
of the two characteristics required for an animal to be
kosher:
And God spoke to Moses and to Aaron, saying to them:
Speak to the Children of Israel, saying, This is the animal
that you may eat from all the animals which are on the
earth—every animal that has a cloven hoof that is fully
split, and that brings up the cud, you may eat. However,
this you may not eat from those that bring up the cud
and from those that have cloven hooves: the camel, for it
brings up the cud, but does not have cloven hooves—it is
unclean for you. And the hyrax, for it brings up the cud,
but does not have cloven hooves, it is unclean for you.
And the hare, for it brings up the cud, but does not have
cloven hooves, it is unclean for you. And the pig, for it
has cloven hooves that are fully split, but it does not bring
up its cud, it is unclean for you. You shall not eat of their
flesh, and you should not touch their carcasses; they are
unclean for you. (Leviticus 11:1-8)

This list is repeated, in a more concise form, later in the
Torah:
However, this you shall not eat, from those that bring up
the cud and from those that have a completely split hoof:
the camel, the hare, and the hyrax; for they bring up the
cud, but they do not have split hooves; therefore they are
unclean to you. And the pig, because it has split hooves,
yet it does not bring up the cud, it is unclean to you; you
shall not eat of their meat, nor touch their carcasses.
(Deuteronomy 14:7-8)

שפן

Evidence for the Hyrax

■ IDEN T IF ICAT ION

Historically, there has been considerable confusion
with regard to the identity of the shafan of the Torah. As
we shall discover, there is a reason why this confusion
developed; yet there can be no doubt that the shafan is
indeed the hyrax.2 There are several different lines of evidence for this. First, there are some verses in Scripture
which match the hyrax perfectly:
There are four in the land that are small, but are exceedingly wise… The shefanim are not a strong people, but
they place their home in the rock. (Proverbs 30:24, 26)

More Elephant than Guinea Pig

Being relatively small animals, hyraxes are preyed upon
by eagles, jackals, hyenas and snakes. They are indeed
“not a strong people.”
The verse further states that they place their homes in
the rocks. A similar description is given elsewhere:

Hyraxes (the plural form is sometimes written as
“hyrax” or “hyraces”) are small furry mammals that somewhat resemble very large guinea pigs or woodchucks.
However, anatomically, physiologically and behaviorally

There are different species of hyrax, but the species
found in Israel always lives in rocky areas (and hence is
called the “rock hyrax”). They have a multitude of tun-

■ NATU R A L H I STORY

The high hills are for the ibex, the rocks are a refuge for
the shefanim. (Psalms 104:18)

HYRAX
CHARLES KINSEY

“The hyraxes are not a strong people, but they place their home in the rock.“ (Proverbs 30:26)
nels and hiding places in these rocks, and when danger
threatens, they all dart into hiding.3 Hyraxes are so intimately connected with rocks that they are never found far
from them. In fact, the recent increase in piles of rocks in
Israel due to construction has led to a population boom
of hyraxes.4
These refuges serve to protect the hyrax from predators, including leopards, hyenas, but principally eagles.5
Verreaux’s eagle is the major predator of hyraxes, feeding
upon them almost exclusively.6 This predation by birds is
highlighted in the Midrash:

word shafan.8 Tristram, the nineteenth-century chronicler of the flora and fauna of the Land of Israel, likewise
notes that in Southern Arabia it is known by the similar
name thofun.9
Several rabbinic authorities explain that the Torah specifically wanted to warn against eating those non-kosher
animals that were commonly eaten by people in the
area.10 Hyraxes are indeed a popular food item; Tristram
notes that hyrax-meat “is much prized by the Arabs.”11
Various other descriptions of the shafan also match the
hyrax. According to some commentaries, the Torah is

The aforementioned verse provides further important evidence regarding the identity of the shafan. It is
described immediately after the ibex (a species of wild
goat). This suggests a connection between the two, and
indeed both ibexes and hyraxes noticeably live in proximity. Ibex and hyrax can be seen living together in the
hills surrounding the Dead Sea, especially in the region
of Ein Gedi.
As Ibn Ezra states, Arabic names provide strong evidence for identifying animals in Scripture.7 In the Ehkili
dialect of Arabic (Sabean) the hyrax is called thufun,
from the root thafan, which is related to the Hebrew

ED GAILLIARD

“The rocks are a refuge for hyraxes”—These hyraxes hide
under rocky outcrops from birds flying overhead, that
they should not eat them. And if the Holy One created
His world in such a way on behalf of a non-kosher animal, how much more so did He create it for the merit of
Abraham! (Midrash Bereishis Rabbah 12:9)

At the Bronx Zoo, ibex and hyrax are kept in the same
enclosure, just as they live together in the wild - “The high
hills are for the ibex, the rocks are a refuge for the hyrax.”
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OTHER ANIMALS
When a hyrax walks, it does so with its body raised high from the ground, unlike rodents

saying that the shafan does not possess split feet, while
according to others, it is saying that it does not possess
hooves at all. Both interpretations match the hyrax. The
feet of the hyrax are of a peculiarly solid shape with a rubbery texture. The front foot has four stubby toes, while
the hind feet possess three longer toes that are more
divided, but there is a solid sole. At the end of the toes
are thick nails. Although some zoological texts describe
the hyrax’s thick nails as hooves, they would not be rated
as hoofed animals in the Torah, since these nails do not
encase the foot—just as with the nails of the camel.
The Talmud states that, unlike most ruminants, the
hare and shafan possess upper teeth.12 This matches the
hyrax, which possess large upper incisors. Later, we shall
discuss the Torah’s description of the hyrax chewing its
cud.

The Hyrax in Antiquity

■ IDE N TI FIC ATION
42

The Aramaic translation of the Torah, Targum Onkelos,
renders shafan as tafza, which means “jumper.” This is a
vague term that could theoretically describe a variety of
animals, but would certainly also well describe the hyrax.

Hyraxes are tremendously agile creatures which spectacularly leap from rock to rock in their native habitats.13
The Septuagint—the ancient Greek translation of
Scripture, adapted from a translation originally made
by the Jewish Sages—translates shafan as chyrogrillius,
which is a difficult word to interpret.14 It has been variously explained to mean “grunting pig”15 or “bristly animal.”16 Both of these terms could theoretically refer to
the hedgehog, which is how many European readers subsequently understood it. However, the hedgehog is not
a candidate for the shafan; it does not do anything that
could be described as bringing up the cud, and nor does
it match the Scriptural description of the shafan being a
creature that makes its home inside rocks. Instead, the
name chyrogrillius presumably refers to the hyrax. If the
word means “grunting pig,” this would be a fair description, since the hyrax, like a pig, is squat and makes grunting noises. If it means “bristly animal,” it would refer to
the long, stiff hairs that emerge at intervals all over the
hyrax’s body, which it uses like whiskers to feel its way in
dark tunnels.17
In the fifth century, Hieronymus, who lived in the Land
of Israel (and was thus familiar with its wildlife) and

Europe and the Loss of the Hyrax

■ IDE N TI FIC ATION

In medieval Europe, where the chain of Torah transmission largely occurred, people were entirely unfamiliar
with certain animals from the Land of Israel. The name
tzvi was transposed from the gazelle to the deer, and
nesher from the vulture to the eagle. Hyraxes likewise live
only in Africa and Asia, and were entirely unknown in
Europe. As a result, the identity of the shafan was lost,
and the name shafan was usually transposed to the rabbit. (Hence, when Hebrew was revived as a spoken language in modern times, the rabbit was often still referred
to with the name shafan, and the hyrax was thus given the
more specific name of shafan sela – “rock shafan.”)
However, as some European scholars recognized, the
shafan of Scripture cannot be the rabbit. First of all, there
are no rabbits in the Land of Israel. The European rabbit
was originally native only to the Iberian Peninsula, subsequently being artificially introduced to northern Africa
and other places, but it never lived in the Land of Israel.21
Furthermore, the Scriptural description of the shafan
as an animal that builds its home and hides among the
rocks does not match rabbits, which seek terrain where
they can dig tunnels into the earth rather than hiding
in rocks.22 Hyraxes, in contrast, are so closely associated
with rocks that they never live anywhere else. There are
certain species of rabbits which habitually hide under
rocks, of the genus Pronolagus, but these are only found
in southern Africa.
Some would counter that God, in listing kosher and
non-kosher animals, is not limited to describing ani-

mals from the local region. However, the shafan is also
described in Psalms and Proverbs as a familiar animal.
Some would still claim that these books were written with
Divine inspiration. However, King David describes the
rock-hiding shafan in the same verse as the hill-climbing
ibex; it is unreasonable in the extreme to propose that
instead of referring to a local rock-hiding animal that
lives in the exact same vicinity as the ibex in Ein Gedi,
he was referring to an animal that does not live in the
region. And King Solomon mentions the shafan in the
context of seeking to relate the ingenuity of an animal
that hides under rocks; when there is a local animal that
does precisely that, it is extraordinarily unreasonable to
propose that he instead is referring to an animal with
which his audience would be entirely unfamiliar.

HYRAX

consulted with Jewish scholars for his Latin translation
of Scripture, also translated shafan as chyrogrillius in the
Vulgate.18 In correspondence, he explained chyrogrillius
to refer to a creature that is “no larger than a hedgehog,
and resembling both a bear and a mouse;” he notes that
it is therefore also called arktomys, which literally means
“bear mouse.”19 He describes it as being very common in
Israel and living in caves in the rocks. Today, arktomys is
the Latin name for the marmot (known in America as
the woodchuck or groundhog), but these are not native
to the region of Israel, and they live in tunnels rather
than rocks. Hieronymus was undoubtedly referring to
the hyrax, which looks very much like a cross between a
bear and a mouse.
In the tenth century, Rav Saadia Gaon translated shafan
with the Arabic name wabr. This is the most common
and widespread Arabic name for the hyrax.20 Rav Saadiah
would have been familiar with the hyrax from both Egypt
and the Land of Israel.

Aware of the problems with identifying the shafan as
the rabbit, some European investigators of the wildlife of
the Bible sought to learn of a different animal in the Land
of Israel that might be a suitable candidate. In the seventeenth century, Samuel Bochart, author of the Hierozoïcon—the first comprehensive study of all the animals
mentioned in Scripture—argued that the shafan is the
jerboa.23 This is a small rodent that has long back legs
for jumping and tiny forelimbs. Bochart had never seen a
jerboa, but he was under the (mistaken) impression that
it lives in rocks, thus matching the Scriptural description
of the shafan. As further evidence, he argued that the
Septuagint’s term chyrogrillius was a word referring to the
jerboa, based on the authority of a fourteenth-century
Copto-Arabic lexicon.24 Following Bochart, the identification of the shafan as the jerboa was subsequently
adopted by several Jewish and non-Jewish scholars;25 as
a jumping animal, it was also understood to be the tafza
mentioned in the Aramaic Targum Onkelos.
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to propose that we have some additional animals with a
single kosher sign than to propose that the mouse deer is
the shafan of Scripture. But in any case, the feet of mouse
deer are not all that different from those of other deer;
the part of the foot that touches the ground is entirely
split, and the extremities are entirely encased by hoof.
Still others suggested that the shafan is a member of
the llama family.29 However, such animals do not hide
under rocks.30 Furthermore, they are only native to South
America, whereas the shafan is described in the Torah,
Psalms and Proverbs, as well as in the Talmud, as a familiar animal.

The Rediscovery of the Hyrax
A hyrax emerging from the safety of its refuge
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Jerboas are rodents, not ruminants, and they are not
known to chew the cud. But it is possible that, like rabbits
and hares, they engage in the process known as cecotrophy or refection. This refers to their reingesting certain
types of fecal pellets that are specifically produced for this
purpose; we shall discuss this process in more detail with
regard to the hare. Many rodents practice such behavior.26 Thus, it is possible that the jerboa practices cecotrophy, and that like the hare, the jerboa would be described
as “chewing the cud” because of this.
However, the jerboa cannot be the shafan. Contrary to
the beliefs of Bochart and the other European scholars—
who had never seen a jerboa—no species of jerboa makes
its home in rocks; all live in tunnels excavated in sand or
earth. Furthermore, the Torah is only listing behemos and
chayos—quadrupeds of reasonable size. Jerboas would
presumably be classified as sheratzim, creeping verminous creatures, which are prohibited from consumption in
a different verse.27 Hence, the jerboa cannot be the shafan.
Other writers searched further afield. Some have proposed that the shafan is the java mouse deer.28 This is a
tiny deer that occasionally hides under rocks, just as the
shafan is described, and which chews the cud. It is argued
that since the feet of the mouse deer are splayed, with
hooves only covering the extremities, these are rated as
paws with claws rather than cloven hoofs. However, this
identification is untenable for the same reasons that the
rabbit is untenable. The shafan is described as a familiar animal in Scripture and Talmud, whereas the mouse
deer is an obscure creature living only in the islands of
Indonesia. The description of the shafan habitually making its home in the rocks, and mentioned in association
with ibexes, clearly matches the hyrax far better than the
mouse deer. If the feet of the mouse deer are not going to
be considered as “split hooves,” then it is more reasonable

■ IDEN T IF ICAT ION

For Europeans, the true identity of the shafan was
first rediscovered in the eighteenth century by the British travelers Thomas Shaw31 and James Bruce,32 who
journeyed throughout the Levant and reported on the
plants and animals of the Holy Land. They described the
hyrax in detail, for the benefit of their European readers who did not know this creature, referring to it by its
local names of daman Israel and ashkoko (“the bristly
one”). They noted that it is clearly the shafan described in
Scripture: a smallish animal that hides in the rocks and is
observed to chew its cud. Furthermore, the fact that the
hyrax lives together with ibex in the same habitat means
that it is clearly being described in the verse, “The high
hills are for the ibex, the rocks are a refuge for the shefanim.” In the nineteenth century, many more first-hand
studies were made of the wildlife of the Land of Israel,
further spreading the awareness that the hyrax is the shafan. Thus, Rabbi Yosef Schwartz, who wrote a book on
the geography and natural history of the Land of Israel
based on his experiences there, identified the shafan as
the hyrax, giving it the Arabic name of wabr (like Rav
Saadiah Gaon).33
It took a while for knowledge of the hyrax to spread
through Europe; in the nineteenth century, while some
accepted that it is the shafan,34 others remained unfamiliar with the hyrax and maintained that the shafan was
either the rabbit or jerboa, working with the mistaken
belief that these animals habitually hide in rocks. Eventually, however, as knowledge regarding all these animals
increased, it became clear that the rabbit and jerboa
could not be the shafan, while the hyrax was an excellent
match. Thus, in the nineteenth century, Rabbi Meir Leibush (known as Malbim) and Rabbi Dovid Tzvi Hoffman
both explained that the shafan is the hyrax.35
By the twentieth century, the hyrax was already becoming well-known (and terms for it such as coney and rock-

Does the Hyrax Chew The Cud?

■ TH E OLO GY, PHILO S OPH Y AND S C IE NC E

The Torah describes the shafan as ma’aleh gerah, literally “bringing up by way of the throat,”38 but more simply
translated as “chewing its cud.” Although hyraxes possess
unusual digestive systems, there is no chamber producing “cud” to be chewed.
Yet there have been certain observers who claim to have
seen the hyrax chewing its cud. The eighteenth-century
traveler Bruce, who rediscovered the hyrax for Europe,
kept a captive hyrax specifically in order to examine this,
and writes that it does indeed ruminate. In the twentieth century, one zoologist likewise reported having seen

HYRAX

hyraxes chewing their cud, albeit for a much shorter
period than with regular ruminants.39
Nevertheless, the consensus of zoologists is that the
hyrax does not ruminate. Animals that ruminate are
clearly observed to do so, engaging in this behavior for
long periods of time. Studying hyraxes does not reveal
such behavior.
But there is another possibility. There is a very limited
form of rumination, called “merycism,” which is found
in some Australian marsupials such as koalas and kangaroos, and in other animals such as proboscis monkeys.
With merycism, the animal regurgitates a small amount
of food, and it is not chewed as thoroughly as is the case
with ruminants, nor does it play as fundamental a role
in digestion. Still, this would undoubtedly be sufficient
basis for the Torah to describe such a process as “bringing up the cud.” Hyraxes frequently make brief chewing
movements with their mouths, long after they have eaten.
There also appears to be movement in the throat immediately preceding these chewing motions.40 Perhaps the
hyrax engages in merycism, which would account for
those who have claimed to observe it ruminating, as well
as the Torah’s description of it.

A hyrax demonstrating
its ruminant-like method
of chewing

WEIZIANG NG

badger became antiquated). All scholars of Scriptural
zoology accepted it as the shafan.36 The only people to
reject identifying the shafan as the hyrax are those who
are uncomfortable with the Scriptural description of it
“chewing the cud,” due to their particular religious outlook (as we shall explain), or those who are uncomfortable with stating that the great Torah scholars of medieval
Europe were only familiar with animals from their part of
the world. However, no other remotely viable candidate
for the shafan exists.37
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However, other zoologists doubt this interpretation
of the actions of the hyrax. They argue that hyraxes will
work their jaws from side-to-side when confronted with
something new and potentially dangerous, as a threatening gesture. It is therefore suggested that all alleged
observations of the hyrax chewing its cud may in fact be
observations of a form of communication that has nothing to do with food.41
Those who conclude that the hyrax does not chew its
cud are therefore faced with the question of why the
Torah describes it as a ruminant. One approach to this
relates to the hyrax’s internal physiology. The hyrax
possesses a somewhat ruminant-like gut, with three
distinct areas for digestion.42 This in turn means that
hyraxes take a long time to digest food, and are able
to process fiber efficiently, similar to a ruminant.43
According to some zoologists and rabbinic authorities,
this internal digestive physiology is the basis for the
Torah idiomatically describing the hyrax as chewing
the cud.44
Another approach is based on the fact that the lateral, gyratory chewing movements of the hyrax’s jaws,
resemble those of a cud-chewer.45 Furthermore, like
ruminants, hyraxes engage in chewing actions even
when they are not grazing. Superficially, then, a hyrax
certainly looks as though it is ruminating, and some
explain that the Torah therefore describes it as bringing
up the cud.46
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There are several ways of explaining the precise reasoning behind this. One explanation is that these chewing
motions cause people to mistakenly think that the hyrax
brings up the cud, which is why the Torah had to mention it. Another explanation is that since most animals
that chew in this way are cud-chewers, the term “chewing
the cud” is used idiomatically to refer to all animals that
chew in such a way.
Alternately, and perhaps preferably, usage can be made
of the principle that dibra Torah k’lashon bnei adam,
“the Torah speaks like the language of men.” This phrase
appears in numerous places throughout the Talmud and
Midrash, in the rabbinic works of the medieval period,
and in the writings of recent scholars, and its meaning
varies.47 But according to several important rabbinic
authorities, it means that the Torah packages its messages and laws within the scientific worldview of antiquity.48 Thus, since the hyrax appears to chew the cud and
is commonly thought of as being a cud-chewer, the Torah
describes it as such.

HYRAX
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The Only Such Animals in the World?

■ TH E OLO GY, PHILO S OPH Y AND S C IE NC E

The Talmud states that the four animals listed in the
Torah as possessing only one of the two kosher signs are
the only such animals in the world:
…The school of Rabbi Yishmael taught: “And the camel,
because it (hu) brings up the cud etc.”—the Ruler of His
world knows that there is no creature that brings up the
cud and is non-kosher except for the camel (and the
other animals listed), therefore Scripture specified it with
hu (“it” i.e. these animals alone chew the cud but lack
split hooves). (Talmud, Chullin 59a)

Yet, based on the previous discussion, there is a difficulty with this statement. In order to account for why the
hyrax is described as bringing up its cud, we noted that
the definition of bringing up the cud has to be expanded
to include merycism, a compartmentalized stomach, or
ruminant-like chewing. In the section on the hare, we
will see that it was also extended by some to include a
phenomenon known as cecotrophy. All these features
also exist with other animals—kangaroos engage in
ruminant-like chewing, koalas and proboscis monkeys
engage in merycism, capybaras engage in cecotrophy,

and many animals have compartmentalized stomachs.
Accordingly, there are more than just four animals with
one kosher sign. This would appear to contradict the
statement of the school of Rabbi Yishmael that the four
animals in the Torah’s list are the only such animals in
the world.
One solution to this problem is that the word “world”
can have different meanings. The word “world” of the
Sages presumably does not include other planets. It also
need not refer to the entire planet Earth. There are several
instances in the Talmud where we see that it refers to a
limited region, such as the civilized areas of the world
familiar to the Sages.49 Accordingly, since these other
animals with one kosher sign live in remote regions such
as South American and Australia, they do not conflict
with the Talmud’s statement. In the world of the Torah,
the four animals listed as possessing one kosher sign are
indeed the only such animals.
Elsewhere, the Talmud states that Moses’ statements
about the laws of kosher animals are evidence for the
divine origins of the Torah.50 The precise reference and
meaning of the Talmud’s statement is unclear and disputed.51 But, apparently beginning in the eighteenth cen-
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tury, it was taken as referring to the list of four animals
with one kosher sign, and as meaning that these are the
only such animals on the planet, in line with the aforementioned exegesis.52 However, in light of the fact that
the list of four animals is best understood as referring
to animals from the local region rather than being an
exclusive list of all such animals on the planet, this recent
interpretation of the argument for the divine origins of
the Torah is problematic.

The Median Hyrax

■ SYMB OLI SM

The Sages explained the four kingdoms under which
the Jewish People were exiled – Babylon, Persia-Media,
Greece, and Rome – as being a motif that is expressed
in many different forms in Scripture. They thereby perceived the turbulent events of history as being part of the
grand Divine plan for creation.53
Elsewhere, we have seen that the four wild beasts in
Daniel’s vision symbolized these four kingdoms. But
even concepts in the Torah that are not obviously symbolic were also interpreted as referring to the same motif.
Thus, the Torah’s list of animals with one kosher sign—the
camel, hyrax, hare and pig—was interpreted by the Sages
as referring to the four kingdoms. Unlike the symbolism
of the predators in Daniel’s dream, which is wholly negative, these animals possess one of the two signs required
for an animal to be kosher, and as such they express a certain positive symbolism. The hyrax, second in the list, is
understood to allude to the second of the four kingdoms:
the joint kingdom of Persia and Media:
Rabbi Shmuel bar Nachman said: The prophets all saw
the kingdoms going about their business. Moses saw
the kingdoms going about their business: “The camel” is
Babylon… “the hyrax” is Media. The rabbis and Rabbi
Yehudah son of Rabbi Simon [differed regarding this].
The rabbis said: Just as this hyrax has a kosher sign (i.e.
bringing up the cud) and a non-kosher sign (i.e. no split
hooves), so too the kingdom of Media established both a
righteous person (i.e. Darius II) and an evil person (i.e.
Ahasuerus).54 Rabbi Yehuda son of Rabbi Simon said:
Darius II, son of Esther, was pure from his mother’s side
and impure from his father’s side… (i.e. the kosher and
non-kosher aspects are expressed in the same person).
(Midrash Vayikra Rabbah 13:5)

The Midrash continues with further parallels, based on
plays-upon-words in the description of the hyrax bringing up its cud:
48

Another explanation: …“the hyrax” is Media, “for it
raises up the cud” – that it [raised its voice in] praise of
the Holy One, as it says, “So says Cyrus, king of Persia”
(Ezra 1:2)…

Another explanation: … “the hyrax” is Media, “for it
brings up its cud” – that it ‘brought up’ Mordecai, as it
says, “And Mordecai sat at the gate of the king” (Esther
2:21)….
Another explanation: … “the hyrax” is Media, “for it
brings up the cud (gerah)” – that it dragged (megarer)
another kingdom after it (i.e. Greece). (Midrash Vayikra
Rabbah ibid.)

Similar such parallels were drawn in other Midrashic
texts.55 Later scholars sought to find further grounds
for the hyrax to symbolize Persia/Media. It was
pointed out that one of the major cities of the Median
empire was Isfahan, which is etymologically similar to
shafan.56
Perhaps most remarkable is how a passage in Proverbs
describing four small yet ingenious animals – the ant,
hyrax, locust, and spider – was likewise interpreted by
the Sages as referring to the four kingdoms. Here, too, the
hyrax symbolizes Persia and Media, and a further parallel
is added to the metaphor:
“There are four in the land that are small” (Prov. 30:26)
– This alludes to the four kingdoms…. “The hyraxes are
not a strong people” — this refers to Media. Just as the
hyrax has a kosher sign and a non-kosher sign, so too
Media; Ahaseurus the uncircumcised, and Esther the
Jew. “And they put their homes amongst the rocks” —
that they sought to build the Holy Temple, as it says, “So
says Cyrus king of Persia…” (Midrash Mishlei 30:26; Yalkut Shimoni, Mishlei 904)

The hyrax’s homebuilding could have been compared
to the Persian building of palaces. Instead, it was interpreted as symbolizing the Persian rebuilding of the Temple. This denotes an unusually positive view of both the
Persian-Median empire as well as the non-kosher hyrax.
It seems that, notwithstanding its non-kosher status
and subsequent symbolism for a foreign empire, the
hyrax was always perceived in a positive light. The references to the hyrax in Psalms and Proverbs present it as
part of the beauty and wonder of the natural world. We
also find that the scribe who served as emissary of the
righteous king Yoshiyahu was named Shafan, indicating
that the hyrax had positive associations.57 It seems that
there was always a fondness for this familiar, yet somewhat enigmatic, small furry animal. ■
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